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SECRET/REL ACGU 
 

planning for its 17th Division.  It currently has 14. “17!” Rubaie said. “Who decided this?  Who discussed 
this?  I am the National Security Advisor.  Why was this not discussed with me?”  He sees a broken 
bureaucratic system in which the Iraqi military is planning its own growth without check by civil 
authorities, and why is such a huge military necessary, Rubaie wants to know.  Kagan and Keane would 
stress the final work of defeating the threat.  Rubaie counters that operational successes in Basrah and 
Sadr City and Mosul show the government has popular support and Iraqis will not resist Iraqi forces, and 
Iraq is not going to fight Iran again.  Iraq will engage Iran, and through engagement counter and 
smother the idea or potential of an Iranian threat.  “Let Iran send one million pilgrims a year to Najaf and 
Karbala,” Rubaie said.  “Let them see our satellite dishes, our freedoms, our growth and prosperity.  They 
will go back, and the mullahs will quake at the demands for change Iranians will make of their own 
government because of what they’ve seen in Iraq.”  This does not, in Rubaie’s mind, require a large Army, 
which he fears for what internal threat it could potentially pose itself in the future. 
 
[Addendum, 080801 at 8:32 PM] Though I did not write it down in my notes, as I was listening at the 
time and not writing, I know I heard General Keane express the idea that what was happening in Iraq “is 
a dagger pointing straight at Iran.”  He said it with an earnest conviction.  I took it in no way to mean he 
intended that Iraq should serve as a base for the launching of attacks on Iran.  I took it to mean he was 
sure that a progressive, modernized and liberalized Iraq would be would so surpass mullah-led Iran that 
Iranians would throw off the theocracy and re-integrate with the rest of the world, thereby bringing and 
end to the Iraqi-Iranian conflicts with another victory for westernization.  He conveyed the same idea 
about Arab states.  His notion was that Sunni Arab autocrats would quake, falter, and then necessarily 
reform as a progressive Iraq out shown them all.  Rubaie and others seemed amenable to the idea that 
Saudi Arabia and others fear the democratic, liberal power arising in Baghdad, the one that would 
eclipse their pretensions and be a shining light to the region.  I think Keane screwed up terribly with the 
“dagger line.”  What could such a phrase possibly accomplish except make its way back through one 
Iraqi or another gathered here to Iranian government ears, and through those to confirm Tehran’s worst 
fears, even invite greater belligerency?  There is no other word for it: Keane, a man with access to the 
president, for all his accomplishments, in this was stupidity itself. The proper principal is this: as per the 
MNFI mission statement and campaign plan, our only objective is a stable Iraq, one that has a variety of 
traits like representative, progressive, developing, et cetera.  We should not dare speak of anything 
beyond that that imagines solving the middle east without changes in Israel-Palestine.  We should not be 
so stupid as to speak of “daggers” pointing at Iran.  If we’re wise, we should be conceive implicitly that 
positive, progressive developments in Iraq would tend to have beneficial effects vis-à-vis Iran, but we 
should do that without using any belligerent language toward Iran, or even couch the US-Iraqi 
relationship in terms that are even in the slightest sense anti-Iranian.  So, make no mistake, I thought 
Keane an absolute strategic fool for such utterances. 
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